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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

The National Institute of Education (NIE) directs a nationwide
program of research and development in' the field of education.
Its mission is to promote equity and improve the quality of educa-
tional practice.

To achieve its mission, the Institute operates in three program
areas: Teaching and Learning, Educational Policy and Organiza-
tion, and Dissemination and Improvement of

The Program on Teaching and Learning supports research on
reading, writing, language learning, learning outside of school
settings, reasoning, mathematics, effective teaching, educational
needs of cultural and linguistic minoritiesrand testing.

The Program on Educadonal Policy and Organization examines
issues dealing with finance, law, government, organization, and
management in- education in order to help people at the Federal,
state, and local levels make better informed decisions.

The Program on Dissemination and Improvement of Practice
explores ways in Which teachers, administrators, and policymakers

, can best, obtain and apply the results'of educational research and
'development.

The Institute supports research through: Requests for Pro.'-
posals (RFP's); which deal with specific topics; grants competi-
tions; which cover broad problem areas; and the NIE unsolicited
proposals program, which seeks to encourage participation in edu-
cational research and development by qualified pons and groups
ndt usually involved in research.

This paper.was prepared by the Department of Economic -Research of American Fedefation
of Teachers under grant NIE -G -79 -0071. The opinions expressed in this paper do not necessarily
reflect the position.or policy of the National Institute of Education or the U.S. Department of
Education. N.
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FOREWORD

This publication is the result of a National Institute of Education

grant to the American Federation of Teachers.

A "Guide to Connecticut School Finance" is one of a series of handbooks

prepared for use at workshops designed to assist teachers, administrators,

legislators and other interested parties in understanding and dealing with

the intae iesof schdol finance equalization_plans in their states. In

the past, t se issues have been debated in relative isolation by a handful

of experts.

States were selected for analysis either because they are currently

undergoing significant changes in their education finance systems or because

current wit state disparities suggest that the development of new finan,e

legislation is atopic of growing concern. Workshops'have been conducted in

California, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri,, Ohio, New

van.Pennsylia0Rhode Island and Texas.

It is our hope that through the disseminaton of these handbooks, to a

wider audience, people representing diverse points of view will be able to

effectively take part in the debates and decisions affecting the financing

of our nation's schools.

5

Lauren:Weisberg
Project Officer

Educational Finance
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CHAPTERI"I

INTRODUCTION

\ .

School finance is thk most basic eddcational issue, for without proper
financing our system of-public education cannot survive.. Under the American

- federal system, the.reasponsibility of providing for elementalry and secondary

education is reserved for the states. Traditionally, most states have Relegated

the largest part of this responsibility to localivvernment units, leaving them
also with the largest share of financial respodsibility for public schools.

.

ince the Nineteenth century, local property taxes have served as the major

't

l'

1
"

ounce of revenue f6r public-e ucation. Unequal abilities to support public

services and different ideas of what constitutes appropriate local ta)Neffort

and:spending leve have created wide {disparities in educational expenditures

per pupil among local school districti,in almost all states. It is the existence
4,

of these wide disparities in educational expenditures which has been the prime

factor behind the recent school finance reform movement.

The school finance reform movement marked its beginning with the land-
.

mark case of Serrano vs. Priest in California in the early 1970's. The

California Supreme Court ruled.that the state's public school financing system
'''with its substantial dependence on local property taxes and resultant Wide

dispgfitiea in school revenue"
1
was in violation of

,

the equal protection clause

of both the California state constitution and the Fourth'enth Amendment,of the
. .

-U.S. Constitution. Central to the Court's drision was its /finding that equal

educational opportunity was being denied the young people of California be-.

'.cause undir-tfte-estite's school finance plan th5r4101ity of a child's education,

as evidenced by per pu il'expenditures, was dinctly dependent upon the' wealth
i

of,the child's pai4 es and neighbors. Furthermore, the staters distribution of
aid to districts on a uniform per pupil basis, regardless of'district wealth,

.

!only exacerbated the existing disparities in schobl district educational 1

----offerings. The court also found that taxpayers in poor districts could not
0"freely choose to tax (themselves) into an excellence" which their tax rolls

couldiot provide.
2

In.its ruling, the court raised two fun amental issues:

educational expenditure equityand.tax burden equity. Howe r, the overriding

Serrano vs. Priest, 96 Col. Rptr. 601, 487 p. 2d 1241 (1971).'

2Serrano vs. Priest.
A
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concer of the court lay with achieving greater equity among school districts`

in spending for education.

Shoraly after the original Serrano case (1971), a federal District Court

in Texas found the Texas' system ofSachool finance.to be unconstitutional under

the Fourteenth Amendment. On appeal, the Rodriguez vs. San Antonio case was

heard by the U.S. Supreme Court. In 19-73, the Supreme Court reversed the lower
ri

coures decision, finding that 1) education was not a fundamental interest

afforded protection under the Federal Constitution (Fourt enth Amendment) and

.2) 'there was no suspect cla ation of poor against who discrimination had

been practiced. The court maintained that'the Texas school finance.plan was

structured so as to preserve local autonomy over education and not to promote

wealth discrimination. Paramount to the Court's decision was a fear that a

national mandate to reform state school finance laws would cause too great`a

shift'in the traditional distribution of powers among state and federal

governments in the field of education.
3

The impact of the Rodriguez decision was to effectively close the federal:

courts to an?consideration of school finance reform. At the time of the

decision, many reformers felt that the Weight of such an opinion-from the U.S.
. ,

Supreme Curt would negatively influence state courts. Fortunately, the

Serrano c a e remained unaffected by the U.S. Supreme Court's decision since
. _

it. also was based on an interpretation of the state constitution's equal

protection clause. Despite the Rodriguez decision, litigation based on state

constitutional grounds did continue in various states.

Withid a matter of weeks after the Rodriguez decision, the New Jersey

Supreme Court ruled in Robinson vs. Cahill that New Jersey's.plan for public

school financing violated that state's constitution because the plan failed

to provide for a "thorough and efficient system of free.public schools." The

court stated that the obligation to provide for a "thorough and efficient

system' of education was clearly the state's, and that regardless of the, reason,

"if the local government cannot carry the burden, the state must itself meet
,

its continuing obligation.'
4

iIt is interesting to note in thii case that the

0
3John Jennings, "School Finance Reform: The Challengg Facing Connecticut,'
Journalof Education Finance, Vol. 4, No. 4, p. 397.

4Robinsonvs. CahilL, 62NJ 473, 303 A. 2d 273 (1973).

9
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New Jersey Supreme Court clearly accepted educational expenditure levelsas
a measure of the quality of educational opportunity being provided in school
dislricts.

The Horton vs. Meskill case followed in 1977. The Connecticut chool

finance plan was ruled unconstitutional by the Connecticut Supreme Court on
grounds that it- violated both an education rights,clause and the equal pro,

tection clause of -'-the. state constitution. The court maintained that since it

was the state's constitutional responsibility to "provide a subitantially

equal educational opportunity" for its youth, a

which relied primarily on local funding and yet

equalizing aid was unconstitutional. The court

1

system of school finance

provided 96 significant state

further found that since public

education was a fundamental right under the state constitution's equal protection

provision, any infringement of that right must be strictly scrutinized.- Unlike

''the U.S. Supreme Court's findin Rodriguez, the Connecticut Supreme Court

held that'local control of education wa's not a "compelling state interest"

justifying different treatment for education among districts.

In Cincinnati vs. Walter, an Ohio Supreme Court ruled (1979) that Ohio's

school finance plan was constitutional, overturning the decision oftwo low

courts whickruledin 1977 and in 1978.that 011142's equal yield formula was

uncons,;itutignal. The lower courts held that Ohio's school finance plan,

which distributed state aid accotding to local tax effort, violated the state's

"thorough and efficient" education clause since local effort, 'or the inclination

of taxpayers,.to support property tax initiatives, was not necessarily a reflection

of voter preference for education but rather an indicator of the socioeconomic

class or wealth of the district°. FurtherMbre, the differences in district

expenditures per pupil and resultant variations in educational quality attributed

to ale school finance"plan,.violated the state constitution's equal prote'ction

clause.

, In its findings, the Ohio Supreme Court said the state's plan was cons

tutional because local control of education "provides a rational basis for

supporting the disparity in per pupil expenditures." Additionally, the present

financing system meets the coalition for a "thorough and efficient" education,

because "no part or any number" of the school districts in the state are

starved for JUnds,or lack of teachers, building or.equipment. "The fact that

a better financing system could be devised which would be more efficient or

10 I
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more thorough is not material," the court said. The case is now being appealed

by the plaintiffs to the U.S. Supreme Court.

In the 1978 New York case, Levittown vs. Nyquist, the New York School

finance plan was declared unconstitutional.., In its findings, the court adopted

the concepts of "municipal overburden" and "educational overburden." In

recognizing the role of municipal overburden,,,the court requited that the

greater burden placed on city taxes to provide revenues for widespread soci

services must be taken into account in apportioning state funds for publi

education. `Similarly, the court recognized that certain school districts,

particularly large urban districts, are overly burdened with high educational'

need children such as handicapped, disadvantaged, and limited English speaking

children. This fact coupled with the higher cost of purchasing educational

services in the cities leads to the limited ability of some districts to meet

the demand for educational services.

Since Serrano vs. Priest, me4t than thirty school finance cases have been

filed in state and federal courts.5 Some of' the most significant cases have

been presented here as a brief overview of the judicial history of the reform

movement. While the turmoil of school finance reform may not reach directly

into the classroom the impact of the govement will have an effect on the

funds available for the education of each and every child. For this reason

it is imperative that teachers, other school professionals, and thoSe concerned
J

about public education become knowledgeable about school finance issues and

actively engage in pblicy debates.

The purpose of this manual is to provide an overview of the way public

elementary and secondary schools are financed in'Connecticut, place school

finance in the context of government finances, and explore some of the school

finance policy es and options. Chapter II of this manual looks at state

and ,local government fiscal structures in Connecticut with emphasis on fiscal

performance and effort. This chapter:L..1;p offered-as background inforMation for

the larger discussion of school finance strategies, for without an undefstanding

of local,and state financial capacities, meaningful and well integrated reform

measures cftnnot be conceived. Chapter III explains the current Connecticut

14

45
Jay Mbskowitz and Joel Sherman/ ;'School Finance.Litigation: The Use of
Data Analysils,1: Journal of Education Finance, 1979( Vol. 4, No. 4, p. 322.

* *
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state school financing plan with emphasis on how state did o school districts is

distributed. Lastly, Chapter iv provides an introductio o the issues surrounding

school finance reform by examining statewide disparities in school district

educational expenditures, wealth, and tax rates. Some commentary is offered on .the

effqicts..Qf these ditparities and their relationship to state financing formuliag.-

4

1*.
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CHAPTER II

CONNECTICUT STATE AND LOCAL FISCAL STRUCTURE

Connecticut is a highly urbanized, densely populated state in the New England

area with an estimated p opulation of approximately 3.2 million. Numerous geographic

and sociological studies have shown Connecticut to be oriented in two separate
s

directions: part oriented toward New York City and, part toward Boston. Fan

sentiment during a critical baseball teries between the New York Yankees and

the B9Ston Red Sox will clearly demonitrate .This 'has made Connecticut a

state which has had some difficulty;achieving political cohesiveness. There are

still remnants'of past political battles between Ya1i

Democrats. '-*Ma;

In spite of the existence of a number of Predominately rural areas from the

Litchfield Hills to °some areas near the Long Island Sound, Conrthtticut is

rl

Republicans and ethnic /

highly urbanized state wh 88 percent of its population residing in Metropolitan

areas. The urban nature of the state is clearly evident when one considert that

37 percent of the popula tion lives in the two largest metropolitan areas and 65,

percent in the five largest. The.ten largest metropolitan areas, with their

populations,'are:

Hartford 735,000 Stamford 205,000,
.. . ...

- New Haven-West Haven- 415,000 New Britain , 150,000.
, . .

Bridgeport 395,000 Danbilry -130',000 '

New London-Norwich 255,000, Norwalk. 130,000

Waterbury

These metropolitan areas

southwestern parts of th

In 1972, these were
o

230,000 Bristol 75,000

,seem to be concentrated largely in the cen ral and '

e state.

428 local governmental units in Connecticut. The0e

included:

In all, therewere 1

ship governments.

34 municipalities

149 townships

.-231 special districts

14 indepehdent school districts

public school systems,.with most being pirt of the town-
..

13
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In fiscal year 1977, state and local governments in Connecticut made direct

general expenditures of almost $3.6 billion (Tables 2 and 4). Approximately 54

percent of ^this was spent by local governments.

The source of state revenues is shown in Table 1 for fiscal year 1977. The

largest individual revenue producers for the state were, the general sales tax

(25.1 percent.of state general revenue), federal aid (23.3 percent), and selective

sales taxes (20.2 percent). While Connecticut does not have a general indiwidual

income tax, the $59.3 million in revenu4 listed for the individual income tax is

derived from the state tax on capital gains and dividends for individuals.' The.

corporatioh net income tax provided another 8.7 percent of state revenues, while

current charges (e.g. state college and university tuition, highway and bridge

tolls, airport fees) brought in 7.7 petcent. As a result of the heavy dependence

on sales taxation, the Connecticut state tax structure is quite regressive..

TABLE 1
t

STATE OF ,CONNECTICUT

GENERAL REVENUE, BY SOURCE
FISCAL YEAR 1977

(million of dollars) .111Z

AMOUNT
PERCENTAGE

DISTRIBUTION

Total General Revenue 2327.0'N 100.0%

Federal Aid 541.3 23.3

Payments from focal Governments 2.9 0.1

.,General Sales Taxes 583.5 25.1

Selective Sales Taxes 469.5 20.2

Licens-e Taxes 94.1 4.0

Individual Income Taxes
-.-

59.3 .

Corporation Income Taxes 20r7 8.7

Death and Gift Taxes 49.0 2.1

Current Charges --- 179.'8. 7.7

Miscellaneous General Revenues 146.9 6.3

4
Source: AFT Department of Research calculations from U.S. Bureau of tie Census,

State Government Finahces in 1977 (Series CF77 No. 3).

14
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TABLE 2

STATE OF CONNCTICUT
GENERAL EXPENDITURES, BY OBJECT

FISCAL YEAR 1977
(millions of dollars)

AMOUNT PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION

Total General Expenditure
I 2139.4 100.0%

Payments to Local Governments 532.4

Diredt Expenditures 1607.0 75.1

Higher Education 209.2 9.8

Other Education, 92.9 4.3 ,

Highways 155.2 7.3

Public Welfare 400,2 18.7

Health and Hospitals 186.5 n 8.7
Police Protection '25.1 1.2

General Government ft ,72.9 3.4

Interest on General Debt 160.9 7 . 5

All Other Expenditures
. 304.1

Source: AFT Department of Research.balculations from U.S. Bureau of the Census,
State Government Finances in 1977 (Series GF77, No. 3), and Governmental
Finances in 1976-77 (Series GF77, No. 5).

-

)
' Table 2 shows how the state of Connecticut spent those revenues in fiscal

year 1977. The largest single expenditure category was state payments to local

governments,*which totalled $532.4 million, or 24.9 percent of total state

general expenditures. Of the remaining state general expenditures, the largest

categories were public welfare (18.7 percent), higher education (9.8 percent`),

health and hospitals (8.7 percent), interest on the general state debt (7.5

percent), and highways (7.3 percent).

In fiscal year 1977, all local governments in Connecticut raised just over
$2 billion in general revenue. As shown in Table 3, the largest source of local

(revenue was the local property tax, which provided 62.5 percent of the total.

In addition, state aid accounted for 19.4 percent, federal aid for 8.2 percent,

15
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and charges and miscellaneous revenues for 9.2 percefit: This heavy -dependence

on the local property tax places a heavy burden on Conhecticut property owners

when inflationary pressures are pushing up local government expenditures.

It should be notedthat the discrepancy between Tables 2 and 3 in the state

aid to local governments results from federal "pass through" aid being counted in,

the state expenditures tables as state aid. In Table 3, these funds are assigned

to their point of origin so that fedeal monies passed (`'rough the state treasury

are listed.as federal aid.

. Table 4 shows the local government expenditures, by category, for fiscal

year 1977. Local schools represented one-half (50.4 percent) of all local'

expenditures. Next in importance were sanitation and sewerage (7.0 /percent),

police protection (5.8 percent), highways (4.5-percent), fire protection (4.2

percent), interest on general debt (3.7 percent), and general governmental functibns

(3.2 percent).

TABLE 3 '

CONNECTICUT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS,
GENERAL REVENUE, BY SOURCE

FISCAL YEAR 1977 4'

(millions of d011ars).

41*

MOUNT
. r44ERCENTAGE

DISTRIBUTION.

Total- neral Revenue

from Federal Government

. from State Government

Total Taxes

Property Taxes
,

Other Taxes

Charges and Miscellaneous Revenues

2050.0-

,168.8

398.3

1293.8

1282.1

11.7

'189.2

100.0%

8.2

19.4

63.1

62.5

0.6

'9.2,

Source: AFT Department of Research calculations from U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Governmental Finances in 1976-77 (Series GF77, No. 5).

16
V
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TABLE 4 .

. CONNECTiCUT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
GENERAL EXPENDITURES, BY OBJECT

FESCAL YEAR 1977
(millions of dollars)

..% 4

AMOUNT PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION

a

Total General Expenditures4

Local Schools,

Highways

Public Welfare

Health and Hospitals

Police Protection

Fire Protection

Sanitation and Sewerage
4

Local Parks and Recieation

General Government

Interest on General Debt

All Other Expenditures
I

1972.3

993.9

89.3

37.3

35.5

115.3

83.1.

137.3

40.5

62.4'

73.5 .

304.1

100.0%

50-.4

4.5

1.9

1.8

5.8

4.2

7.0

2.1
A

3.2

3.7

15.4

Source: AFT DepartMent of Research calculations from U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Governmental Finances in 1976-77 (Series GF77, 1go. 5).

To make fj,nancial data more.meaningful it is sotetimes helpful to develop

different kindsPof comparisons. Since some states are wealthier than others,'

it is valid to compare .fiscal effort with.iisca(capacity. Table 5 shows

selected fiscal data related to state personal income for the United States,

Conne ticut, and three surroundi4...states.

Gen al revenue raised per $1000 in personal income in Connecticut is

17 percent below the U.S. Average and considerably below the three neighboring

states of Massachusetts,- Rhode Island, and New York., A similar situation exists

for revenue from own sources'(eliminating federal revenues), and total state and

local taxes. However, Connecticut's property tax burden per $1000 of personal

income is 22 percent above the national average and exceeds the burden in

Rhode Island. New York and Massachusetts have a greater property tax effort

17
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s

when compared to capacity.

Likewise, if one looks at direct general expenditures for state and, local

governments, Connecticut spends 22 percent lesrthan the national,ayerage when

capacity is equalized and spends less than the surrounding states. Of particular

interffst-is'the fact that Connecticut only spends $43 per $1000 of personal in-

come on local schools, while the U.S. average is $52; lqassachusetts sserids $55,

Rhode Island $48, and New York $57. The conclusion is clear: Connecticut is

making a very poor effapei; supporting public elementary and secondary education.

Note also that Connecticut's effort is also very low in support for other public

,education: which is largely public higher education.

,Another way of looking at state and local tax effort is the representative

tax system approach. Under this approach, a national average tax rate for each

tax is computed and then applied to the tax base of a given state. The subs-equent

potential yield is then compared to the actual yield resulting in an index of

effort. An effort index below 100 shows underuse of a tax and an effort index in

excess of 100 indicates overuse.

TABLE 5

R ATION OF STATE
FIN CIAL ITEMS TO

CONNECTICUT AND
FISCAL

General Revenue Per
$1000 of Personal Incoffie

Total
from Own Sourcfs
from Taxes

-
from property Taxes

Direct General Expenditures Per
$1000 of Persodal Income

- Total
fpr'Local Schools
for Other educatiOn

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
STATE PERSONAL INCOME
SURROUNDING STATES
YEAR 19777

U.S. AVG. CONN: MASS. RI 'NY

$208

163
128
46

of

$173 $227

142, 177
120: 151

56 74

$156 $208

43 55

'13 13
.1

$215 $269

157 217

126 177

52 '63

$205 1253
48 57

24 19

Source: AFT De artment of Research calcu ations from U.S. Bureau of the Censup,
Govern ental Finances/An 1976-77.(Serkes GF77, No. 5).

160
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Table 6 shows the index of tax effort under a representative tax system
approach for Connecticut for 1975.

Connecticut underuses slightly its total state and local tax capacity, as

an effort index of 95 indicates. The general sales tax is overused slightly.
The lack of a general individual income tax places a heavy burden on state

selective sales taxes (effort index = 140) and local property taxes (effort

index = 118). Farm property in particular is heavily taxe'd! Licehses in general

are underused, but effort svery high for motor vehicle operator licenses and

alcoholic beverage licenses.

Estimates by the AFT Research Department indicate that'if ConnecticUt levied

a general individual income tax at a national average rate, an additional

$525-550 million in revenue would be raised for the state in 1979. This revenue,

for instance, could allow Connecticut local governments to lower property tax
rates to the national average rates, at a total 1979 cost of approximately $225

million, and still leave over $300 million in additional revenue. If this

additional money were allocated for local schools, it could increase total funds

spent on public elementary and secondary education by roughly 25 percent. Given
the fiscal capacity of the state, a;-evidenced by its high person4 income per

l ncapita, this would' still impose an undue burdlp on Connecticut taxpayers.

It would provide property tax relief and make Connecticut's state and local tax
structure more progressive

qiniFfc,
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TABLE 6

CONNECTICUT STATE AND LOCAL TAX EFFORT
UNDER A REPRESENTATIVE TAX SYSTEM APPROACH

1975

TAX, INDEX OF TAX EFFORT

All State and Local TaxeS

General Sales Tax

Selective Sales 'taxe.s.

Motor Fuels

Alcohic Beverages

Tobacco Products

Insurance

Public Utilities'

Amusement

Licenses

Motor Vehicle

Motor Vehicle Operator

Corporations

Alcohalic Beverages

Hunting and Fishing

Individual Income Tax

Corporation Net Income Tax
#

Property Tax

Residential

Commerical and Industrial

Farm

Public Utilities

Death and Gift Taxes

Severance Tax

, 95

106

140

130

69

169

141

171

1,356

69

77

21

166

54'

3

102

118

116

120

134,

127

126 .

0

Source: D. Kent Halstead, Tax Wealth in Fifty States.

(Washington: National Institute' of Education, 1978).

a,
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CHAPTER III ,

_STATE SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC
' .

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

Public Education in Connecticut

: :

. . .

There Are'169 school districts or towns in Connecticut operating 1,101

public schools. The districts range fromillarge urban district Hartford,

Bridgeport, New Haven, Stamford,, and Waterbury which are responsib e far _

educati4 500 or fewer students: With the exception of Stithford,-each of these ,..,
.

..... .
Large urban districts rank among the poorest districts in the state. -

Like many states--across the country, Connecticut has been experiencing
.

....

increasing declining enrollments ih public schools. Table 7 shows enr011nent. ..-

trends for the period 1965 1977. Since 1972, the schools have seen an average

decline of 1.5 percent per-year.

Current expenditures for public elementary and secondary education. in

Connecticut have increased since 1970. Comparing expenditures between 1970 and

1977 in constant 1976-77 dollars, total spending has increased.:10-7percent.1

In 1976-77, total state and local educational revenues as a percent of personal

income was 4.20%, compared to 5:00%tfor the ational average. 'Per.cIpira

income in Connecticut for 1976 was $7,356, well abo'e thenational_per capita

income ,of $6,39 .

2

Background'on Connecticut School Finance
"0'

Historlcally, Anerican public educat on has been considered .a .local

54sponsibility with.sthe locel property tax se ng as-the cornerstone of

.nancial support for ducation. In Connecticut, the local burden of support

education. has been-sisgnificantly greater than the average loc4,1 burden

across the country. In 1975-76, ConnectiCut local governments financed .63.0

percent of the total expenditures .foepublic-elementary and vcondary schools,
. ..

1The Condition of Education,. 1979 edition; National Center -for Education
Statistics';-.DHEW; p. 162.

2
The Condition of Education, 1979 edition, p. 150.
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YEAR

1965
1966
1967

1968'
1969

1970

1971

1972

1973
1974
19

1976
- 1977

,

TABLE 7

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
IN CONNECTICUT

TOTAL CONNECTICUT'
ENROLMENT

583,569
604,106
-622,824

643:380
653,120
670,437
675,095
'673,668

67,529
660,771
652,377
635,035
'61600

O

PERCENT CHANGE
OVER PRECEDfNG'YEAR

+3,5

+3: 3, ,

. *1.5
204 7

'0%97
-0.2

-1', 3.

-2.9

1965-194 figures are estimated.

AFT Research Department calculations from data from the
Connecticut State Depaftment of Education, Divisidn of
Administrative Servides, Bureau of ResearchPlanning and

. v
--Evaluation. t

i.
41

G

j

while state 'expenditures anti,, grants contributed toward 32..4 percent of the

total. Federal funds oomprised the remaining"4.5 percentNationally,"

during 1975-76, localAupport for education average 47.4 perant, almost'.

16 percent less than Connecticut's local share. lb nat'Oonal aversgels'for

state and federil support were 47.4 percent and 8.8 ercent respectively: ',

(Table 8). _

In 1978, Connecticut spent almost $1.3 billion for puj2lic educ 1.Cfor

575,000.students. Local property taxes continued to acco4t:for.abo t 63

percent of total revenues with state support still averaging 32 perce e of the

total.
3-

Across the Country, average percentages for local, statd.and federal!

.-

3
Equity and Excellence in Education; ConnecticutStateTBoard of-
Education; 1979;

A
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TABLE 8
c - .

REVENUE RECEIPTS FROM
FEDERAL, STATE, AND.LOCAL SOURCES

.

)
FOR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

1.

1975-76 .

,

.

..

.

AREA TOTAL

.

FEDEiUL . STATE
if-.

_

'LOCAL
,

.

AMOUNT'

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

. .

AMOUNT

.

PERCENT
01344TOTAL AMOUNT

, .

PERCEN
OF TOT

.

6.S. Average
w
/..,

Connecticut

)1 ._

$70,802,8b4

1,122,257

$6,210,341

50,824

8.8

4.5

.

$31,065,354

364,050

43.9

32.4

$33,527,107
-

707,383

47.4'

63.0

ciiitce: 1977 -78.Digest of Education Statistics; National Center fdr
and Welfare.

.

. _ .

..

_

.

.. ,
. . .

. 4. .

,
23

. .
.

.
.

.

c,

.

.

Education Statistics, Dept.. Health, Education

-

_
..

.

i

..

)
, .','

_

z.17!*

-
...

' -.-.-
. .

. ,
.

.

, .

.. .
.

..... , - ,,.

0

.

I
.

.

,

,.,.
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'revenues,for education remaaed about the same a , 1975-1976.
4

This heavy reliance on local "revtnues for education has resulted in wide

variations in edUcation expgnditures-among Connecticut local school districts.

Districts tiith high property wealth are better able to spend large amounts on

education at low(r than average property tax rates, while towns with low property

wealth' usually spend less on education despite higher than average tax rates.

As an example, consider the resources ofTwo Connecticut communities,

Chaplin and Greenwich. Chaplin has about 400 children enrolled in its public

schools. The pgr capita income of the town at $4,056 is below average for all

Connecticut towns. And its tax base at $5,254 adjusted equalized property

value per capita is limited with no major corporate headquarters, industries or

utilities to strengthen the property base for taxation. To $support the cost of

education, Chaplin levies a very high tax rate of 41 aalls'which only yield§

$839 per. pupil for net current expenditures. 5

In contrast, Greenwich, one of Connecticut's wealthiest towns, has a per

capita income of $9,5 ,-and a per capita equalized property base of $49,235.

.Greenwich levies,a tax rate of only 6.6 mills and raises $1,920 per pupil for

net current expenditures.
6

A

`One of the major problems confronting Connecticut school financing has

been that the major part of the state's support for public educatpn has been

distributed without regard to local wealth. PriLr to 1975, state general aid

for local education was distributed by means of a flat grant. Regardless of

property wealth, each school district rectslvcd a grant of $250 per.pupil in

average daily membership (ADM). State 'categorical aid was distributed similarly,

either as a. flat dollar amount per eligible pupil (transportation) or 4 flat

percentage of costs (special education, school construction). The result,

wealthy towns received the same, or sometimes more, state aid per pupil than

poor towns..

- In late...19747 the Connecticut Superior Court ruled the s'tate's system of

financing public schools unconstitutional as it violated both the education

provision and the equal protection clause of the state constitution. On
x

1616
4
The Condition of Education, 1979 edition; National Center for Education

<' 1979; p. 3.

5
Equity and Excellence in Education; Connecticut State Board of Education;
1$97.9.

.

6
Equiiy and Excellence in Education.

24
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appeal., the Horton vs. Meskill case was heard by/the-Gonnecticut Supreme Court,

which finally upheld the Superior Court's decision' in April 1977.

The' thrust of the Court's findings focused on the inequalities in educa-
.

tional opportunities for students stemming from the heavy reliance on local

property taxes. The Court maintained that *since.it was the state's Constitutional

responsibility to "provide a substantially equal educational opportunity foi its

youth," it was not appropriate for the state to utilize a system of financing.

public schools which delegated primary financing responsibilities"to the locel..

districts and yet provided no significant state equalizing support. Current

state aid, in the form of a flat grant% did not compensate fOr variations in

loc 1 ability to raise revenues.

The Court further found that education was'a "fundamental tight" under

the State Constitution's equal protection .clause, and any infringement of that

right must be strictly scrutinized. The Court held that local control of
.

education was not a "compelling state.interest" justifying different treatment

for education among districts. TheCourt said the state could develop a

financing system which affected both local control of education and equalization
4

of 1orability to raise revenue.

In 1975 ile litkgation was stn.,l pending, the state legislature implemented

the Guaranteed Tax Base Formula (GTB) as an equalizing state aid progrlm in

additiOn 'to the flat grant. Under that system, all towns were ranked according

to,wealth, defined as the product of their equalized property wealth per capita

and the ratio of the town's median family income to that of the state. All

town's ranked below the 85th..percentile in wealth were entitled to state aid...`"*

During the first two years of the program, a statewide .spending cap limited the.

GTB aid to a small percentage of the $250 flat grant. The result was that most

eligible towns received less han $25 in GTB aid. In the last two years of the
itprogram, state appropriatio s for GTB aid were increased but never to the leve

of full funding. Thus, the program never really achieved equalization. In

1978-79, full funding of the GTB program alone would have cost over $400 million.

Total state aid for that year was $390 million; $150 flat,grants,'

$40 million'in GTB aid, and $100 million in categorical aid.7

7
Education Commission of the States Newsletter.

-25
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\
In response-to t 1977 Connecticut Supreme Court ruling in Horton.vp.

to Board of Education created the School Finance Advisory
1

Meskill, the St

Panel to study inancing alternatives. Based on the Panel's studies, the

' Trate Board of E ucation issued a report in January-1979, recommending a new

school finance system using the basic guaranteed tax bas.approach. The new

' state aid system; signed into law April 26, 1979, incorporates most of the

recommendations of'the Board of Education. Due tv the high cost'of'implementing

the new statq aid formula pfovisions have been made to phase the plan in over

.a-5-year'periOd leading to 'full funding of state aid entitlements in 1984.

THE GUARANTEED'TAX BASE FQR1'ULA

,

........unds for ConnecticutConnecticut public elementary and secondary schools come from

three sources local revenues, state aid, and".feda'ral aid. State aid to
..,.,

.public schools is distributed4%s general aid and °tiler categorital.program aid

covering secial education, transportation, educationally disadvantaged, adult
.

education,and6vocatIonal education.

4

4.

General State Aid *
, , -.4

General state aid.for School districts is computed using the Connecticut

Guaranteed Tax Base Formula (GTB), which is designed to equalize the abilities
, .

of school districts or towns (as they are referred to) to raise educational
..

. .

revenues. A basic guaranteed tax base plan assures each district in a state

that it can act as if it had a tax base or level of property wealth equal to 4

that of some'level or standard set by the state.\,

UnN this type of plan, eh focal district is free to choose the tax

rate it wishes to levy upon its property wealth for the purpose of raising

educational revenues. This tax rate is then applied to the state guaranteed

tax base and to the actual tax base of the district. State aid is the difference

between wharcould be raised with the guaranteed tax base and what is actually

'raised by the district from its local property.wealth. The basic Formula for

a guaranteed tax base approach is.

26
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Guaranteed Local Local, Local
State Aid = Tax Base

X
Tax Rate) (Tax Base

X
Tax RatD

'

Applying this formula, if all districts belN; the guaranteed tax base leery

identical school tax rates, with state aid they will all generate equal revenues

to spend on education. The plan guarantees equal yield for equal effort with

state aid and total educational spending being directly dependent upon local

effort. As you can see the formula dogs not necessarily ensure the same level

of educational expendit res among districts, If District A chooses a lower

school tax rate than Dis r.ct B, District A will have less to spend on education

than District B.

The Connecticut Guaranteed Tax Base Formula incorporates,some modifications

over the basic formula (above). The use of a tax base or property wealth in the

formula, as an indicator of ability to pay, has beet% broadened to represent a

more sensitive measure.of "wealth" which includes personal income in addition,
to property wealth. ThIS new "wealth" measure more accurately reflects a tax-

,

payer's ability to pay for educational services. The level of wealth guaranteed

under the formula has been set by.the state as that level corresponding to the

ninth wealthiest town in the state. This means any town whose,wealth is equal

to or less than that of the ninth wealthiest town can receive state aid. The

Connecticut formula also introduces an educational "need" factor to compensate

for differing expenditure levels which might be required by districts having

large populations of disadvantaged 'students. Combining these factors, a grant

under the Connecticut GTB formula is calculated by ,taking the difference between

the wealth of the guarantee town (the.9th wealthiest town) and the local wealth

of a town, and multiplying this difference by the local taxing effort times the

local student need factor.

GTB Aid 7
Wealth

Guarantee Town
WT Town's Tax

Need'X To 's Nee
Rate

Wealth

The GTB formula defines wealth as a combination of taxable property value

and personal income. In the formula, wealth is termed Adjusted Equalized Net
.

Grand list Per Capita.

41 27
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Net grand list is a school district's or town's taxable property wealth.

The value used in the GTB formula is that net grand list taxed by the town for

local revenues in the fiscal year preceding the grant year. Since state aid is

distributed largely based on property wealth, it is necessary to be able to

compar4 towns' net grand Lists.' To make comparisons, all towns' property values

are ualized annually by the State Department of Revenue Services44 This process

in lees adjusting'each town's net grand list of real property at `fair market
v lue by the town's Sales/Assessment Ratio, a comparison of actual selling

p ices of real property within a community to assessed values of property.

Each town's personal property is also equalized at fair market value by a similar

process. The sum of the equalized real and personal property is the Equalized

Net Grand List.

The Adjusted Equalized Net Grand List"(AENGL)'of

property value,adjusted by a personal income.factor.

the town's equalized net grand list multiplied by the

capita income to the highest per capita income of any

a town is its equalized

The AENGL is defined as

raa00 of the town's per

Connecticut town.
8

The

most current U.S. Census data is used for per capita income figures.

o.

Adjusted
.4-154 Equalized = Equalized X Per Capita Income Town
'Net Grand List Net Grand List Highest Per Capita Income of a Town

Finally, the Adjusted Equalized Net Grand List Per Capita IIENGLO of a town

is its Adjusted Equalized Net Grand List divided by the town's total population

using the most current federal or state census data. This is the measure of

wealth used in the Connecticut GTB formula. Any .town whose AENGLC is less than

or equal to the AENGLC of the ninth wealthiest town (as ranked,in descending

order of AENGLC) can receive state general aid.

Dividing a
40P

town's effective wealth, AENGL, by the towm4s population rather

than the town's ADM, which is frequently used, creates an interesting definition

of wealth for school finance purposes. Considering a town's total population in

the formula accounts for a potentially significant segment of the population

which because. of age or economic status may not really be contributing to the
/ -

overall wealth of the town but Actually taxing the town's resources for social

8,
'The town at the one huritiredth percentile among all towns ii he state ranked
from-lowest to highest in per capita income"; Publi
education in Connecticut.

28
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A4.-

services. Again, Connecticut has choseri variables in its formula which lead to

more sensitive measures of district or town wealth.

.A sample calculation of.AENGLC for a town in Connecticut follows:

Town = Ht'

.,Equalized Net Grand List = $30,000,000

Population = 1,500

Per Capita Income = $6,000

Highest Per Capita Income of a TOwn = $12,000*

AENGLC
t

Equalized Net Grand Lists

Populations

$39,000,000
X $6,000

1,500 $12,000

= $20,000 X .5

AENGLC $10,000

X
Highest Per Capita Income, of a Town

Per Capita Incomes

EXERCISES ON AENGLC

For the following Connecticut towns, compute

Grand List Per Capita (AENGLC). Figures shown are

Cohnecticut State Board ot Education for 1979-80.

town's per capita income.

town

ENol,

Per Capita-Income

Popdlation

r.

the Adjusted

actual datI

Use $11,404

Equalized Net

published by the

for theeighest

Canterbury

56,603,052

4,323'

3,174

Goshen

67,665,912

5,260

1,637

Roxbury

70,171048

8,010

1,368
5

.';

*Sample figure only. Actual 1974 Highest Per Capita Income fora Connecticut .

town'(U,S,, Census data) is $11,404 for Darien. P

2J
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Local Effort

Local effort is the tax rate a town levies on its property value to raise

educational revenues. Local school'boardg in Connecticut .do -not have taxing

authorities. Consequently, there are no identifiable school tak rates. There-

fore, for theGTB formula, the effective/school tax rate has been cifined as the

town's net current locar educational expendituies (for the fiscal year two

years,prior to the current grant year) divided by the town's AENGLC. Net

current local educational expenditures are current local expenditures, including

transportation costs, minus state and federal aid.

The result of dividing a town's net'burrent local educational expenditures

-by its AENGLC is an effective tax rate expressed in mill's. A mill is a tax rate

of $1 for every $1000 of assessed property valuation. A 20 mill tax rate on

$10,000 of property value yields $200:

$10,000
$20 X 120 X 10 or ,020 X $10,000 = $200$ 1,000

0

Educational Need

Student or educational need is factored into the GTB formula to provide
. a

additional revenue to school districts with high concentrations of disadvantaged

,students, recognizing the increased costs associated with proyiding specially

targeted educational services. StUdent need is defined-as the total student

population which equals the total number of students in average daily member-
.

__ship (ADM)_for the_preceding school year plus the number_o.f_children- ,ages

5 to 18, from families receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). °

ADM reflects the average daily enrollment, as Opposed to average attendance.

This method of counting students particularly benefits districts with high

absenteeism, like rural, districts, which are forced tosprovidtextbooks, desks

and other costly supplies for all students who are enrolled in school regardless

of their attendance.

The Connecticut GTB Formula
- ,

State aid under the GTB formula is found by combining the above three

factors: wealth, effort, and need. The amount. of GTB equalization aid a

. town receives is equal to the product of: 1) the difference between the

adjusted equalized net grand list per capita (AENGLC) of the ninth wealthiest

town and the AENGLC for the local town and 2) the school tax rate, times-3)

1
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4

student need (ADM + AFDC). The formula for state aid is:

WEALTH EFFORT NEED

Local
GTB Grant = AENGLC

9th to
- -AENGLC

town
12) X Tax Rate /X (ADM + k\AFDC)

(-
By,looking at the formula, you can see that a town's state aid varies

depending upon the local wealth of the town compared to that of the ninth

wealthiest town, the town's local school tax effort and the town's student need.

If two towns have equal school tax rates and equal student need, they may not

'necessarily receive the same amount of GTB aid. The town with the lower wealth

(AENGLC) will be entitled to receive a larger grant. Similarly, if two towns

have equal wealth and equal student need, the town with the greater local school

tax effort will be entitled to receive more aid. And finally, if two towns have

equal wealth and equal effort, the town with the greater student need, gs a

result of either more students or more AFDC children, will be entitled to more

_state aid.

Consider the following example of how to calculate a town's GTB grant,

where:
r

t = Town,

G = Guarantee Town or the 9th wealthiest' town

AENGLC
G
= $30,000

Our town has the following characteristics:

AENGLC
t

.=--410,000

TaxRate
t
=t20 mills

150 students (ADM) of whom 50 are disadvantaged

The sa4le calculation of GTB aid follows:

-1) Student need = 150 +. k (50) .

=,175

O
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2f, Total
GTB Aid

kAENGLC
d

- AENGLC
t

X Tax Rate
t

X Student Need
t

= (30,000 - 10,000) X- (.020) X (175)

Total Grant to Town = $70,000

GTB Grant $70,000
Per Pupil 150 pupils

= $467/pupil

The GTB formula is a dynamic of fluid formul which means that the factors

in the formula are defined .such that they can chan yearly as district or town

variables change. The star guaranteed level of wealth can fluctuate depending

upon which town is the ninth wealthiest town in any year which ultimately depends

upon changes in local property values, personal, income and town population.

Similarly a town's state aid can vary significantly depending upon these variables

and others like local tax effort and student need.

EXERCISES ON GTB GRANT

Calculate the total GTB grant per pupil for toWn
t

Example A considering the

following changes:

1) an increase in'the AENGL
t

to $15,00Q

s

2)-a 50% incre-a-ga-in the atho-61 tax rate

3) a 3% decline in total regular enrollments

3

L.
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Save Harmless

An additional consideration ,in computing a town' general state a'd is a
,

save-harmless provision which stipulates that n town sha 1 receive a gra

less than $250 per pupil. This provision benefits e 'wealt er districts wh

were guaranteed a $250 per pu0.1 grant under the old state aid ula, but

now qualify for little or no state aid under, the new GTB ,formula.

Alsot towns with regional K-1Z schools receive an additionall$25 pe ptTi1

in general state aid for each pupil in ADM at the regional school during the

preceding school year. The save-harmless provision (above )'guarantees these

districts at least $275 per pupil in btate aid through 1984. A limit has been

placed on the amount of additional general state aid such a district can receive.

No town can receive additional aid in excess of the f'awn's minimum per pupil

expendituie requirement.

EXERCISES ON GTB FORMULA

Compute the total GTB grant and grant per pupil for each of the following towns

in Connecticut. The guarantee town is Easton with an AENGLC =

Town Norwalk Hartford Darien

$31,334.

Salem

AENGLC $14,241 $5,672 $48,985 $10,921

11.56 47_67 27.64
'-----ax-Rate-jmills)

___!_,8-65

ADM 14,293 27,481 4,739 515

AFDC 2,472 20,031 21 ..t. ',.,.. 2

/

33
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Full funding for the new Guaranteed Tax Base F a repr sents a'tremendous

increase in state aid to education. Accordingly, the program is to be phased, in

over a 5-year period. The law has established a schedule for d termining the

percentage of full funding of state aid districts are to reciv ten fiscal'
year 1980 (FY 80 corresponds.closely with academic year 1979 -8') and fiscal year

1984 with full funding slated for FY 84. Themethod for compu ng actual state

aid for this period appears in: Appendix A.

. Minimum Expenditure Requirement-

To 'be eligible to receive general state aid a town or school 'diStritt

must 1) maintain its schools according to state law; 2) have an adjusted equalized

pet grand list per capita less than or equal to that of the ninth wealthiest

town; and 3) meet the minimum per pupilxpepditure inquired by law. The minimum

expenditure requirement (MER)` was created to ensure a leveling up of expenditures

per pupil.in tow, at the low end of the spending scale. It also that
.

some of the new GTB aid will go toward increased services to studdnts.insIead

of tax relief. The MER is based on the statemedian per pupil expenditure for

the fiscal year two years prior to the grant year. This allows the state to

develop each town's MER for the preceding school year in time forbudget prepare-

ti. s. The formula for calculating MER is:

. State'Median
.ME = State Median

+
1/4 Per Pupil Expenditure* X AFDC

Per Pupi Per Pupil Expenditure* TotalADM .

-*for FY 2 years prior to grant year

5

If a town does not currently. meet its minimum required per pupil expenditure,

it can refer to a state eilblished schedule for meeting its expenditure goal by

FY 1984. No town shall be required to meet its per pupil expenditure if its i

AENGLC and tax rate are both less than or equal to that of the 85th wealthiest

town, provided the town's net current expenditures are no less than its expendi-

tures for the preceding fiscal year.

State Categorical Aid 40P
°

In addition to the state equalization aid (GTB grant), Connecticut provides

categorical aid to encourage school districts to provide programs for specific

34
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types of children, to provide specific services, and to meet specific manag&.

ment requirements. By contributing to tbe costs Of these programs, the state

helps school districts provide services they might not otherwise be able.to

provide. Among the major categorical aid Rrcirams for. public education are:.

special education, grants for educationally disadvantaged students, vocational

education, adul -t education,obilinkual education, schobl lunch, health-werfare

services and.school construction.

Udder the new state aid program, signed into law this past spring, the
6

metfiod of calcul4ting state aid to towns for specia0educaiion and transportation

has been equalized to reflect local ability to pay for these sery es.

The fate's share of these costs will be based on a scale o town wealth

according to the new GTB plan's wealth rankings. Grants to towns will be iltid

on a sliding' scale of between 30% and 70% of net total expenditures' for specia/-

education, and between 20%.and 60% of rte total expenditures for transportation.

Beginning in 1980-81, state aid will be based on current year expenditures
CP

rather than the previous year's expenditures: Also, a $ve harmlesspApvision.

will maintain the minimum level of state aid at 1978-79 levels.

a

O

b

c

O

O
CIO

°4d

a

0

0 *

o

ctO
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CHAPTER IV .

'STUDYINP CONNECTICUT'S SCHOOL FINANCE PLAN

o

The school finance reform movement of the past decade has resufted.largely

m court challenges to existing school finance plans on the grounds that they

olated equal protection proVisions'i4thin state constitutions. -Cohnecticut:s

awn school finance plan has resulted from such court action. The courts have

held that the quality (f education a student receives should not be dependent

upon the wealth of the district in which the pupil resides. Central to the

discussions of the school finance reform movement are two basic concepts:-

fiscal equity and educational equity.

While there is some ambiguity among school finance experts as to the precise"'

meaning of these two terms, fiscal equity generally refers to the ability of

school districts to raise educ tional revenues while educational equity refers

t8 the distribution of education 1 resources or the availability of educational

opportunities across districts.

The concept of fiscal equity recognizes that due to v g degrees of',

local wealth, school districts have varying a bilities to raise educational
. .revenues. Typically, since most local revenues for education are raised th-rough

a local propafty tax, district wealth is defined as equalized property value pev

pupil. Recal\ thit' the Conngiticut school finance formula defines wealth at

afactor of equalized property value and personal income. This adds a dimenSiOn

to wealth wluch"some economists claim is a more accurate mdasure of ability to

Pay for9aervices since all taxes, regardless of the property tax base, are Paid,

Out of income. By. equalizing the abilities of school districts to raise educe-4

tional revenues through comparable effort, fiscal equity or fiscal heutraii ty.
...,

is achieved.
-

.

Fiscal equity does not necessarily 'result in Any lessenihg of the differences .1
.

h.
in leVels of.educational services provided, as measured by expenditures per -*

.

pupil. Fiscal, equity only requires that differences in.edubational services not

be 'a &unction-of wealth. However, differences'in educational expenditure levels

may result from the desire of some districts to offer a higher levdl.of,eduqa-

tional services throughhigher property tax rates.

414hAEducational equity refers to the level, or quality of educational services
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rovided students across school' districts. It is commonly measured in terms

of expenditures per pupil. While expenditures do not accurately measure educa-

tiOnal serviced a higher expenditure per pupil does suggest the ability, on the

part of scho 1 d /stricts, to hire additional or more experi.enceA teachers, to

offer e innovatfive instructional materials or educational, programs, to expand

facilities, etc; Under this concept, differences in per pupil expenditures are

all wed as long as they are based'on some rational measure of differing student

need.

The mapner'in which equalization is defined and measured,, and the criteria

used for determining if "equalization" is achieved are important considerations

in evaluatingthe impact of a state school finance Plan. A plan may do well

toward alleviating one type of disparity without affecting other types of

--dfsparities. For example, a plan may equalize per pupil expenditures among

+-school districts, but in the process etcrease the disparity among districts in

'the wool tax rates they levy. Most often )schooI finance plan addresses hoth

the needs, for equity in the raising of resources and in the distribution of

resources. -

The Connecticut GTR formula is designed primarily to achieve equity in the

raising of educational Fevenuei; however, it also addresses educational equity.

The GTB formula guarantees all school districtss tax base or 'wealth level equal

to that of the ninth wealthiest town in the state. In effect Connecticut is

guaranteeing all,districts levying.the same school tax rate equal educational

revenues, despite differences in actual wealth'. Thui, the amount of revenue

available for educational spending within a district is directly dependent upon

local effort or the willingneps of a district to tax itself.

Toward achieving in the distribution of educational revenues, the

GTB plan requires that all districtsjpend a minimum amount per pupil, as '

--33eascibed by the state. This ensures at least a comparable level of basic,

educational services across all districts. Additionally,the GTB formula

reCoinift, as part of its definition of equity, the principle of different ,

treatment for different needs. By incorporating an educational need or student

need factor into the GTB formula, the state can direct more aid to those districts

with disadvantaged students. This is especially beneficial to large urban

districts with sizeable populations of AFDC children. These districts, whose

resources are already sorely stretched by public services, must also:bear the
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increased costs associated with ;providing specially targeted services to.

disadvantaged students.

This chapter looks at the differences among Connecticut school districts in

the distribution of educational resources as measured by per pupil expenditures

and in their abilities to raise educational revenues, considering district wealth

and school tax rates. The purpose of this chapter is not to judge the equity

of the Connecticut plan but to show ways in which the different approaches to

equity can be analyzed.

Distribution of Educational Resources

Under the topic of distribution of,educational resources, we will consider

per pupil expenditures among districts\Ind the GTB student,need factor which

serves to provide more aid to districts with disadvantaged,students. The,data

on educational expenditures its taken from 1977778; prior tosth4,adoption of the
new GTB tcrmiha, A guarantpd tax base plan was in effect during this period,

but as it was not being fully funded the equalizing effect could nql be really

achieved. As such, wide differences'in spending among districts may be attributed

to a disequ4izing_state aid plan. In the years ahead",4ducational spending

patterns among districts should be analyzed under the new GTB plan to determine

how successful the new formula is.

.,iTO lnvestigatVthe possible disparities in districi_educational expenditures

we have developed-a small, working sample of 20 Connecticut school districts.
AUL

Table 9 shows the per pupileliwenditures (net current expe /tures) of these .

districts arranged in order from the district with the'highest per pupil

expenditure to the district with the lowest per pupil expenditure. The data is
.

for net current' expenditures which include all current operating expenditures

except transportation, capital outlay, and debt service.

A quick exami ation of the AZ shows the wide differences in per pupil

expen&ures amorig districts for 1977-78. H6wever, in order to analyze the

degree of disparity, it is useful to employ certain statistical techniques

which help to summarize die data. For the purpose of our discussion, we will
.vr

use some of the basic techniques. 'Keep in mind there are more sophisticated

statistical techniques which can be used to yield more comprehensive analyses.

The simplest summary technique is the range, the difference between the.
8highest and lowest value. The range indicates the extremes or how widely
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TABLE 9

NET CURRENT EXPENDITURES

PER PUPIL 1977-78
SAMPLE OF 20 CONNECTICUT .DISTRECTS

DISTRICT

New Canaan

Hartford

Wilton

Wethersfield

Norwalk

New &yen

Chester

Danbury

Essex ,

Suffield

Windsor-

Bolton

Andover

Middletown

Groton.

Glastonbury

Bristol,

Ansonia,

Salem

Union

TOTAL

j

p

TOTAL NET CURRENT
EXPENDITURES1 ADM

NET CURRENT
EXPENDITURES
PER PUPIL

$ 9,506,008 4,162 2,284

57,710,100. 27,481 2,100

8,449,548 4,146 '2,038
Ws'

9,126,467 4,811 1,897-

`p26,827,961. 14,293 1,877

36,112,080 20,040 1,802
oit

1,094,373 609 1,797,1

18,884,856 10,562 1,788

1,525,944 879 1,756'-

3,445,204 1,988 1,733

8,484,489 4,953 1,713

1,349,220 796 1,695

.B42,184( 504 , 1,671

9,903,846 5,934 11,669

12,959,759 7,793 1,663

6,684,992 5,596 1,552

15,543,288 10,617 1,464

4,306,176 ° 1,424

634,995 515 1,233

119,288 104 1,147

$233,510,778 128,807 $*,283

1
Represents current operating expenses excluding transportation,
capital outlay and debt service. These, figures have been computed,
based on actual data for ADM and Net Current ppeoditures per ADM.

2
In Connecticut,:tfer pupil referi to per ADM.

S urce: AFT Research Department calculations from data from Equity
and Excellence in Education, 1979; Connecticut State Board
of Education.
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dispersed the districts are. In looking at how widespread the difference is

between the highest and lowest values, it is important to keep.in mind the

relative 'size of.the sample. For qiip sample, the rangeftie the difference between

the per pupil expenditures for New Canaan (the highest, value) and Union (the

lowest valtie): 15 ,

$2284 - $1147 Vl $1137 Range

Given there are only 20 districts in our sample, the range is uite high.

- Another way to look eft the range is,to examine the ratio etideen the

highest value and the lowest value. The range ratio for our ample is 1.99 to

or 2 to 1:
r.

$22 64 - 1.199
or 1.99:1 Range Ratio

$1147

The range ratio shows that New Canaan4s0ends almost wice as much on education

per pupil As- does Union., The range and range ratio are also used to show how

closely the summary measures of central tendency represent the entire sample.

The measures of central tendency are the simple meat, the weighted mean,

and the median. They pre go called because they describe some central point or

value in the data. These measures are used to describe diffetences by comparing

their values with the actual values of indit',idual districts in the sample. For

example, you may indicate how much a particular district varies from the average,

oryou may choose to group the districts by degree of variance frrt the averagl1/4,

TV simple mean, or arithmetic average, is the most familiar method of

summarizing data. The mean or average'per pupil expenditure in our sample is

$1 This is found By dividing the sum of all districts' perpupi expendi-

tures b 20, the number of districts-in the sample.

$34,283
$1,714

20
Simple Mean

As a measure of central tendency, the simple mean can be misleading if

there are wide differences in the number of pupils among districts. In computing
.

the simple mean, we placed equAll weight on each of the values. for per pupil
.

expenditures, which themselves represent "averages" of total expenditures per

1

total ADM. Thus, some di tortion results from,counting a per pupil expenditure

ant
.

of $1,802 for New Haven with dm ADM of 20',040 the same as a per pupil expenditure
_

t

of $1',797 for Chester wit an ADM of 609.

oovir
This problem can be o r ome by calculatin,ka, weighted mean,ot weighted
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average which does account for the differences among districts in pupils.

..The weighted average is found by dividing the total net current expenditures

for all districts by the total ADM for ala district's:

$233,510,778
128,807

$1,813 Weighted Mean

The median is the middle value when you arrange the values according to

size. The per pupil expenditures in Table 9 have been arranged by size from

the highest per pupil expenditure to the lowest. The median is the per pupil

expenditure that lies halfway between the district with the highest value and-

the district with the lowest value. As an example, in a distribution with an

odd number of values, say 5, the. median is the middle or third value (1 2 3 4 5).

In our sample of 20 districts, the median is the value which divides the 20

districts into 2 equal parts. Thus, it lies midway between the 10th and 11th

values or between $1,733 (Suffield) and $1,713 (Windsor). The median is

computed as follows:

or

(1)

(2)

(3)

$1,733 - $1,713 20

2

$1,723

$1,723

10

Median

Median

$1,713

$1,733

2

+ 10 =

- 10 =

A summary of the data on per pupil experiditures for our20 Connecticut

school districts (Table 9) follows:

Range:, $1,137

Range Ratio: 1.99 :

Simple Mean: - $1,714

Weighted Mean: $1,813

Median: $1,723

r

,
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Exercises

1. From Tabl9 develop summary table, like the one on the preceding page,

for the following districts:

Wilton

Chester

Windsor

Groton,

Ansonia

6

2. Develop a summary table for Hartford, Norwalk, and New Haven. How does it

compare to the sample of 20 districts?

42
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Statewide-Per Pupil Expenditure Disparities

The small sample of'20 districts has been used to illustrate how data can

be summarized for the purpose of analyzing differences among districts' per

pupil expenditures. However, such a small samplg cannot be very repre9ontative

of the entire state.

Table 10 sh.Ws summary data for all 169 school districts in Connecticut.

C

TABLE 10

SUMMARY MEASURES OF PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES
169 CONNECTICUT. SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Highest Spending District (West Hartford) $2,488

Lowest Spending District (Griswold). $1,014

Range $1,474

Range Ratio 2.45 to 1

Simple Mean' $1,570

Median (Glastonbury) $1,2

AT expected, since this sample is larger than the sample of 20 districts, the
P.

extreme values are greater, yielding a higher range and range ratio. In Connecticut

the highest spending district spends-two and one half times more on education per

pupil than, does the lowest spending districi in 1977-78.

Another way of analyzing disparities is to look at the distribution of.per'

pupileXpenditures within the larger sample. Table 11 shows 1) the numberand

percentage of school districts that fall within each of six expenditure ranges;

and 2) the total ADM served by the districts in each spending range; 30.2 per

cent of the districts and 29 percent' of the ADM lie within the middle range

$1400-1600. Clearly, more than 28 percent of the districts spend less than the

average amount of $1,570 per pupil on educational services. This suggests that

more than 19 percent of the ADM are receiving a less than average level 'of

educational service. *

Another way to show these differences is to present the information in

Table 11 graphically.. Figure 1 does this using a bar graph. You can see from

the graph that the greatest percentage ofdistricts lie within the mid le range,

$1401-1600.
4:3

-
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*LE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FOR 1977-78
169 CONNECTICUT SCHOOL DISTRICTS r

1977-78
Per Pupill

Expenditures
Number of
Districtg

Percentage
of Districts

e Number

of ADM
Percentage

of ADM
.

$1,000-1,200 12 7.1, 15,560 2.6

1,201-1,400 35 20.7 87,896 14.7
4

1,401-1,600 51 30.2 173,890 29.0

1,601-1,800 44 26.0 U47,853 24.7

1,801-2,000 14 8.3 79,617 13.3

Above 2,000 13 7.7 .94,667 15.8

TOTAL 169 100.0 399,483 100.0

1
Per Pupil refers to per ADM.

Percentage
of

Districts

,

FIGURE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES. FOR 107-70
169 CONNECTICUT SCHOOL DISTRICTS

MEAN PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE = $1,570

, 35
of

30 30.2

25

20

15

10

5

20.7

,1

;26.0

8.3
7.7

S

10 12 14 16; 18 20

1977-78 PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES.
-''(Hundreds of $'s)

Source: AFT Research Department calculations frpm data from Equity and Excellence
in Education, 1979.

)
Connecticut State .Boar of Education.,
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GTB Student Need -- Factor

In deciding what is equitable in the distribution of resources for education,

'Connecticut has adopted the principle of different treatment for different student

needs. Thy student need fact(ii, incoriorated in the GTB formula reflects this

principle by giving additional state aid to districts with AFDC children. In

effect,; the factor compensates districts for the increased costs of providing

specially targeted educational services. The formula defines the student need

factor as total ADM plus one half the number of AFDC children (ADM + 1/2 AFDC).

Since this factor is an important element in the distribution of state aid, an

investigatiod'of its effect has been included.

Table 12 shows the percentage increase in the student need count as a

result of adding in AFDC children for the small sample of 20 Connecticut school

districts. The districts are arranged in order from those having the largest

increase to those with the smallest increase. The greatest percentage increase

in the sample is in Hartford, 36:4 percent, and the smallest.increAse is in

Salem, 0.2 percent. The average increase for the sample is e.5,percent. From

looking at the table, it is clear that the districts are divided into tw

distinct groups. Those districts experiencing the greatest increase in st dent
.

need count (Hartford, New Haven, Norwalk, Middletown, Danbury, Bristol) are the

largest cities with populatiort in excess of 25,000, where significant numbers

of families receiving AFDC benefits are to be expected. Those districts

experiencing negligible increases, ranging from less than one percent to two

percent, are the small cities and towns.

An analysis of all 169 Connecticut school districts shows the percentage-

increase in student need count over total ADM ranges from a high or 36.4 percent

in Hartford to a low-of 0.1 percent in Weston. Three districts, Roxbury, Scot-

land, and Warren` show no increase in siudentoneed count due to AFDC children.

The average increase for all districts is 3.4 percent.

Table 13 shows the distribution of school districts by percent increase in

student, need count over ADM. Almost 54 percent of all districts had less than a

two percent increase in student need count over total ADM. Eighteen of the

twentynine districts with an increase greater than 5 percent. are large urban

districts with populations in excess of 25,000. Thirteen of thege large city
, .

districts actually had an increase in student need count ranging from 8 percent

to 36 percent.
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TABLE 12

STUDENT NEED FACTOR
SAMPLE OF 20 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

DISTRICT
. TOTAL

ADM

Hartford

New Haven

Ansonia

Norwalk.

Middletown

Danbury

Bristol

27,481

° 20,040

3,024

14,293

5,934

107562

10,617 .

Groton 7,793

Essex 879
.=

Chester /609*
Windsor 4,953

Suffield 1,988
?

i. Wethersfield 4,811

Glastonbury
.
. 5,596

Andover 504

Bolton 796'

PERCENT INCREASE
AFDC' STUDENT NEED STUDENT NEED COUN;.
COUNT (ADM* k-AFDC) OVER ADM

20,031 37,497

13,497 26,789

-622,- 3,335

2,472 15,529.

988 6,428

1,460 11,292.

1,313 , 11,2

738 8,162

37 898

..
25 622

110 5,038

60. 2-,018

131- ' 4,877

155 5,674

12 510

16 804

'Union '104 -2 105
,

,.New. Canaan 4,162 11 4,171

',.Wilton- 4,146 15 4,154'

Salem 515 2 516

36.4

33.7

10.3

8.6

8.3

", 6.9

6.2

4%7'

2.2

2.1

1.7

1.5

1.4

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.9

0;2

-0.2

0.2

ource: AFT Research Department calculations from data from Equity and Excellence
in Education, 1979; Connecticut State Board of Education. -
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TABLE 13

DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENT INC SES IN
STUDENT NEED, COUNT OVE ADM

169 CONNECTICUT SCHOOL D TRICTS

% Increase in
Student Need
Count Over ADM

Number of
Districts

-4 1.9 38
1d

1.0-1.9 53

2.0-2.9 30

.3.073.9 10

4.0-4.9 9

5.0-5.9 4:.

6.0-6.9 7

7.0-7.9 3'

15

TOTAL 169

Percent Of
Districts

22.5

31.4

17.8

5.9"
5.3

2.4

4.1

1.8

s 8.9 .

100.1

6

Source: AFT Research Department calculations from data from Equity and
44,

Excellence in Education, 1979; Coniiecticut State Board-of
Education.

Differences in District Wealth

In the previous section, we examined the differences among school districts

in the distribution of educational resources. Specifically, we looked at per

pupil expenditures and student peed counts. In'this section, we will look at
-

differences in district wealth-or the ability to raise educational revenues.

Most states define district wealth as equalized property value per pupil.

Connecticut defines district wealth as a function of equalized property value

and personal income. Recall that the formula for wealth, Adjusted Equalized Net

Grand List Per Capita, is:

ENGL X Town Per Capita Income

AENGLC 1k'
Highest Town's Per Capita Income

Town Population

4
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Table 14 shows the AENGLC for our small sample of 20 Connecticbt districts,

arranged in order from the wealthiest district to the p6Orest district. The

wealthiest district in our sample is New Canaan with an AENGLC of $53,020 while

the poorest district is New Haven with an AENGLC of s$5,001. The range ratio for

this sample is 10.6 to 1. This tells us that New Canaan is more than10 times
wealthier than New Haven. The summary data for this sample follpws: 0

Wealthiest distiict: (New Canaan) $53,020

Poorest district: (New Haven)

Range:

Range ratio:
d

Simple mean:

Weighted mean:

$ 5,001.

$48,019

1Q.6:1

$13,750

$10,440

Median: $11,046

As a quick comparison, Table 15 shows the effect of defining wealth in

Connecticut on a per capita basis vs. a per AtM basis. Table-4Kshows the

effebt on defining wealth in Connecticut as AENGLC, taking into'consj.deration

personal income vs. the traditional definition of wealth as equalized property

value (ENGL) pei-ADM. Iri both stables, the 20 districts are arranged in order

from the wealthiest to the poorest district by AENGLC. The value of the alternative

wealth measures are given in the second coluthn. The third column represents the
. 44new ranking of districts by wealth using the alternative measure. As you can see NV

by the tables, the definition of wealth plays an important role,in detetpining

the relative wealth of a district and therefore its relative need for stateaid.

For a more accurate reflection of diitrict wealth acrOss the state, we will

again refer to data for all 169 Connecticut school districts. Summary measures

for the 169 districts follow:

Wealthiest district: (New Canaan) $53,0260

Poorest district: (Waterbury) .$14,453

Range: $48,567

Range,ratio: 11.9:1

Simple mean $12,756

Weighted mean: .$11,881

Median: (Shelton) $10,403.
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TABLE 14

ADJUSTED EQUALIZED' NET GRAND LIST PER CAPITA
SAMPLE OF 20 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS4P'e

DISTRICT AENGL1 1975 POPULATION AENGLC

New Canaan $ 949,157,712_ - 17,902 $53,020

' Wilton 570,038,690 14,830 38,438

Essex 95,335,286 5,166 18,454

Norwalk 1,092,136,800 76,688 14,241`

'Glastonbury 304,055,860 23,549 12,912

Danbu'r 681,757,931 54,512 12,507

, Wethersfield' 332,249,225 27,281 12,179

WindSor 287,509,867 24,932;' 11',352

Suffield 104,032,631 9,311 , . 11,173=

Union 5,708,328 511 - 11,171

Salem 19,068,507 1,746 10,921 .

Middletown 425,443,936 IP 39,694 10,718

Andover '19,441,325 2,100 9,258

Bolton . ,36,587,286 4'161 8,793
Chester 27,633,218 3,283 8,417

Gioto4 318,642,776 i 39,764 8,013

Bristol 298,997,279 58,560 6,813

Ansonia 121,859,894 20,461 -5,56 '.

. ,4artford ,783,653,970 138,152 . 5,672

New Haven 634,292,945 126,845 5,091-

TOTAL
..,

'7,197,603,466 689,448

1
AENGL computed using figures for ENGL and town population taken from'Eguity'
and Excellence in EdTdationyAtConnec 'cut Statb Board of Education; 1977,
pp. 31-36.

"Source: AFT Reseafch Dep rtment calculations based on data -from Equity and
Excellence in Ed ation, Connecticut State Board of Education, 1979,
pp. 31-36.

'ON
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TABLE 15

CONNECTICUT IENGLC VS. AENGL PER. ADM
SAMPLE OF 20 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

DISTRI AENGLC

New Canaan

Wilton ____

$53,020'
38,438 ._i Essex 0 18,454

14;241Norwalk -
Glastonbury, 14.912

Danbury 12,507

Wethersfield 12,179 «

.
Windsor 11,352

SuffiZtd '11;034,
Union 11,171

Salem 10,921

Middletown 10,718

Andover 9,258

B o l t o n J
0 13 4 7 94 ;

AENGL
PER ADM

$228,053

Ow i
108),49

,z'
76,!4.17"

t.....-,,,---1
54,334

64,548

69,060

. ,58,048

52,481

54888
37,028

71,'96
38,574

Chester .8%1 °°° . 45,3°75

4
i 4§r964.

Groton
... ..,

1 °:8
..

,,,e
; 03 ,..,>"3t

7

RANIOBY
AENGL* PER ADM

.
.

:.

0.

1

2

3

4.

10

.7

6
0

1

0 .9

18

16,

12 'V

, 13
,
40,888 .14'

Bristol 46,013' .:r4o, 0-3,1;54: tit 17.^.-

.- , .-Arisonia 5,956 .:40 298 "x,
$

'; 4' 15_ s 0._ , , .;

Hartford 5,672 15, -, ,2e,k6 - , /4 , .i.b %

,.,
,- : . ,.

,. 4..

.New Haven v ; 31;651 i ';
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TABLE 16

CONNECTICUT-AENGLb VS. ENGL PER ADM
SAMPLE OF 20 CONNECTICUT DispgicTs

AENGLC-
ENGL PER: RANK BY

ADM ENGL PER ADM

153,020

38,438.

18,454

14,241

$237,205

178,725

191,645

151,915

1

4

2

5

Canaan

Wilton

Essex.

Norwalk

Glastonbury 12,912 . 99,395 14

Danbury 12,507 _143,463 6

-Wethersfiala. 12,179 127,231 8,

Windsor 11,352 120,710 .9

Suffield 11,173 110,432 11

Union 11,171. 141,200 7

Salem 10,921 811926' 18

Middletown 10,718 181,050 3

Andover 9,258 76,704

Bolton-r. 8,793 94,582 '15

Chester 8,417 116,047 10

Groton 8,013 100,212 13

Bristol 6,813 90,588 16
00

Ansonia 5,956. 100,603 12

Hartford 5,672 87,361 19

New Haven 5,001 84:990 17

0/

--Source:- AFT Research Department calculations based on data from E'uit a
Excellence in Education, 1979; Connecticut State Board of Educati
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Table 17 .and Figure 2 show the distribution of AENGLC across all sehoolf

districts. Keeping in mind 61e values of the simple mean,, weighted mean, and
median, about 25% of the districts'' fall within the range of central tendency,

the $10,000-$14,000 wealth range; 47.9 percent of the districts fall below the

average wealth range; and 27.2 percent lie above the range:

Another way to loo1cat the differences in district wealth is to rank the

districts by deciles in order,of size. Deciles divide a distribution into 10,

subdivisions, with each subdivisionshaving'an approximately equal number of
districts. Within our sample, each subdivision will have 17 districts with

the exception of the highest decile. This will have 16 districts. Table 18

shOw's the distribution of district AENGLC tp deciles.

Again, this table shows a wide difference among districts in wealth,

AENGLC. If we eliminate the extreme values and consider only the values at the

90th percentile ($24,001) and the'lOth percentile ($5,505) we find the range to

be considerably smaller. Our new range is 4.4 to 1 as compared to 11.9 to 1
(for all 169 districts). The simple mean and weighted mean ($12,756/$11,881)

both fall within the seventh percentile.

TABLE 17

DISTRIBUTION OF4tiNQLC
169 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

AENGLC NUMBER OF PERCENT OF
($) DISTRICTS DISTRICTS

4,000- 6,000 . 24 V.,

6,0017.'8,000 36
4% 8,001-10,000 21

10,001-12,000 , 30 ---N

12,001-14,000 12
14,001-16,000 11
16,001-181000' 4
18,p01-20,000 10

20,000 21,

TOTAL . 169

14.2

21.3

12.4

17.8

7.1

6.5
2.4

5.9

12.4

100.0

Source: AFT Research Department calculations from late from
Equity and Excellence in Education, 1979; Connecticut
State Board of Education.
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FIGURE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF AENGLC
169 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

21.3

17.8

12.4

7.1

6.5

2.4

12.4

5.9,

8 10 12 14 16 18 20
4

(thousands of $'s)

AENGLC

SourCe: AFT Research Department calculations based on data from Equity and
Excellence in Education, 1979; Connecticut State Board of Education.
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TABLE 18

AVERAGE AENGLC BY DECILES
169 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

O

°
.*

DECILE
MAXIMUM
VALUE

MINIMUM
VALUE

MEAN
VALUE

-10 53,020 *24,958 35,265.
9 24,001 16,535 19,967

8 16,078 13,757 14,867

7, 13,630 11,250 11.,619

6 11,196 10,588 10,939

5 10,403 8,417 9465
4, 8,356 1,678 7,974 -

3 7,631 6,508 7,050

2 6,426 5,672 6,042

5,505
'

4:,453 5,114

Source: AFT Research Department calculations based do data
from,Equity and Excellence in Education, 1979;
Connecticut State roard of Education.

'Differences in Ira* Effort /

Under the Connecticut GTB formula, ihe level of educational spending within

.a district is directly, depen dent upon local effort or willingness to pay. Since

each district is effectively guaranteed the same tax base, through state aid, the

unt of revenue a diLtrict raises ,for education depends on. the school tax rate

evies. In thiNection, we will examine the differences in school tax effort.

e in mind that while the Connecticut state aid formula takes into consideration

personal income,' it is still difficult for low wealth or low income districts to

/evy high school tax rates.:64,Even'though by levying a high tax rate, a low income

diStrict receives more state aid 'thereby increasing its revenues, that high tax

-rate still represents a greater burden for the low income district than for the

higher income district.

Table 19 shows the school tax ratd for our small sample of 20 Connecticut

-SchoOl districts. :Me districts are arranged in order from the district with

the-highest ,tax rdie to the lowest tairate. The highesrdiStrict in this.
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TABLE 19

SGH001, TAX RATES FOR 1979 .03 FORMULA
SAMPLE' OF 20 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

DISTRICT
41

SCHOOL TAX RATE (MILLS)

Hartford 47.67

AndoverAndover 32.77

New Haven 32.67

Chester 31.27

Groton 29.32 .

Bolton 28.12

Salem 27.64

Bristol 26;58

Suffield

Ansonia. 24.44

Windsor -'40°/' 23.31,

Glastonbpry 21.58

Wethersfield '21.36

Danbu'ry. 49.80

Middletown 18-.15

Norwalk , /7.56.1

Union 17.13

'Wilton, 12.61

Essex 12.58

New Canaan 8.67

Source: AFT Research Department calculations based on0..
data from Equity and Excellence in Education,
1979; Connecticut State Board of Education.
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sample, Hartford,has a tax rate of 47.67' mills (amill is a tax rate of $1.00

per $1,000 of property value). The lowest district in the sample, New Canaan,

has a tax rate of 8.67 mills. The simple mean for this sample is 23.95 mills'

and the median is 23.88 mills.

Tab16-20 shows the distribution of school tax rates for all 169 Connecticut'

school districts. The summary measures for theschool tax rate data follows:

Highest tax rate (Eastford) 49.91

Lowest tax rate (Greenwich) 6-.95

Range 43.26

Range ratio 7.5:1

Mean 24.71

Median 25.05

You can see from the summary measures and Table 20 that there is a wide

variance among districts in tax effort. Twenty percent of the districts fall

within the interval for the mean and median values. Nearly thirty percent tax

below the mean level. Figure 3 shows this distribution graphically.

TABLE 20'

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL TAX RATES
169 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

SCHOOL TAX RATE

(mills)
NUMBER OF PERCENT OF
DISTRICTS DISTRICTS

Under 10.00 7 44
10,00-15.00 22 13.0

15.01-20.00 21 12.4

20.01-25.00 34 20.1

25.01-30.00 39 23.1

30.01-35.00 24 14.2

35.01-40.00 16 9.5

Above 40.00 6 3.6

TOTAL 169 100.0

'Soured: AFT Research Department calculations based
on data from Equity and Excellence in Education,
1979; Connecticut State Board of Education.

56
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FIGURE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL TAX RATES
169 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

4.1

13.0
12.4

5 10

23.1

20.1

15 20

14.2

9.5

3.6

SCHOOL TAX RATE

(mills)

25 30 35 40

/
. //

Source: AFT Research Department caluclations based on data from Equity and
Excellence in Eiction, 1979; Connecticut State/Department of
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Comparing Wealth with Educational Services

The preceding sections examined the differences among school districts
in educational expenditures per ADM, student need.counts, AENGLC, and School
tax rates. This section will compare some of 'these differences to determine if
there are any relationships suggested between district wealth or ability to
raise revenues, and.the level of educational services provided.

Table 21 shows the distributions of measures of district wealth versus
measures of educational vending. In looking at this table, it is difficult.
to determine if any'definite patterni

are emerging from the data. To help
summarize the data so that it may be more easily analyzed, we have drawn upon
a technique introduced earlier in the section on Difference in District Wealth

.The data in Table 21 has been grouped by quintiles, each quintile containing
4 values. Quintiles, rather than deciles, were chosen because of the smallness
of the sample. For each, of the categories within a quintile, the mean value has
been computed.

Table 22 shows the Summaty of Measures of Ability to Pay versus Educational
Expenditures and State Aid. Some definite patternsdo emerge from this table.
Across the 20 districts, per ADM expenditures generally increase as AENGLC
increases. This pattern is interrupted in the 3rd quintile which has a lower
per'ADM.expenditure than expected. This kind of inconsistency does occur in
small'sample data.

Mean school tax rates' vary inversely as district wealth, AEIGLC, increases.
This means as district wealth increases, school tax rates dec;-ease. This pattern
follows the general expectati,on'that

poorer districts must often tax themselves
at subitantially higher rates than wealthy diitricts to raise a reasonable
level of revenue. 'When these figures are compared with the per ADM expenditures,

we find that while poorer districts are willing to tax teenwelves at relatively. ,

high rates they are still unable to raise sufficient revenues to provide a per
'ADM expenditure comparable to that of a wealthier district.

Per ADM GTB grants also vary inversely as district wealth increases. For
state aid .tobe equalized, this general' pattern should be evident. .

Table 23 sholis a.similar distribution of SuMmary Measures of Ability to Pay

versus Educational.Expenditures and State Aid for our larger sample of all 169
<Connecticut school districts. In this table, the data has been grouped by
deciles (10 groups). Each decile represents 17-district values with the exception

58
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TABLE 21

z

COMPARISON OF DISTRICT WEALTH, EXPENDITURES,
TAX RATE, STATE AID,

SAMPLE OF 20 CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

1"\.

DISTRICT AENGLC
PER ADM

EXPENDITURES
SCHOOL

TAX RATE

PER ADM
GTB AID

(FULLY IMPLEMENTED)

New Canaan 53,020 2,284 8.67 250

Wilton 38,438 2,038 12.61 250

Essex 18,454 1,736 12;58 250.

Norwalk 14,241 1,877 17.56 323

Glastonbury 12,912 1,552. 21.58 403

Danbury 12,507 1,788 -10.80 399

Wethersfield 12,179 1,897 21.36 415

Windsor 11;352 1,713 I 23.31 469

Suffield 11;'q3 1,733 25.83 529

Union 11.411 1,14'7 17.13 349

Salem 10,921 1,233 27.64 565

Middletown 10,718 1,669 18.15 405

Andover 9,258 1,671 32.77 732

Bolton 8,793 1,695 /28.12 640

Chewer 8,417 1,797 31.27 1 731'

Groton 8,013 1,663 29.32
,

4
716

Bristol 0 6,813 1,464 26.58 . 692

Ansonia 5,956 1,424 24.44 684

Hartford 5,672 2,106 47.67 1,669

New Haven 5,001 1,802 32.67 1,150

-

Source: AFT Research Department calculations based on data, from Equity and
Excellence in Education, 1979; Connecticut State Board of Education.
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TABLE 22

SUMMARY MEASURES OF ABItITY TO
PAY VERSUS EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURHS'

ANELSTATE.Aib , .

SAMFLEM 20 CONNECTICUTMISTRICTS.

QUINTILE

.1*

MEAN'

AENGLC
MEAN PER ADM
EXPENDITURES

MEAN
SCHOOL TAX ,

RATE

MEAN PER ADM.

GTB GRANT
(FULLY IMPLEMENTED)

1 $31,038 $1,984 12.86 $ 268

2 12,238 '1,738 21.51 422

3 10,996 1,446 22.19 461'

4 8,620 1,707
-

30.37 705

5 5,861 1,697' ,32.84 r 1,049,
. .mp.-J L-,

TABLE 2

SUMMARY MEASURES OF AHILITY.TO PAY
VERSUS EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES AND STATE AID

169, CONNECTICUT DISTRICTS

DECILE
MEAN
AENGLC

MEAN PER -ADM

EXPENDITURES

-MEAN
-SCHOOL TAX

RATE

MEAN PER ADM
GTB GRANT

(FULLY IMPLEMENTED)

10 $35,265 $1,971

c

10.62 $256

9 19,967 1;185; 14:13 159
8 14,867 1;622 19!70 334.

7 11,619 1,612 21.17 426

6. 10,939 1,547 24.56 514

5 9,455 . r,sig 26.97 605
/-

4 ,A7,974 . 1,466 30.86 740

3 7,050 1,349 29.86 749

2 6,042 1,34 33.19 949

1 5,114 1,417 34.07 082

Source: AFT ResearCh Department 'calculations based on data from Equity and
ExcllenCe in Education, 1979.,; Connecticut State Board of Education.
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of the 10th decile which represents 16 district values.

In this table, we see the same basic patterns emerging as in the smaller

sample. Across all-districts; per ADM expenditures increase directly as AENGLC

increases. The mean per ADM expenditure in the highest decile is 1.4 times the

mean per pupil expenditure in the lowest decile.

Again mean school tax rates for each dedile vary inversely as AENGLC increases.

This pattern shOws thk poorer didtricts taxing-theiselves at rates substantially

higher than those for wealthy districts. The mean tax rate in the first decile

is 3 times the school tax rate in the tenth decile. Despite the substantially

higher tax rates, the poorer districts are still unable to generate a level of

educational spending comparable to that of the wealthy districts.

Keep in mind, as we make these comparisons that the per ADM expenditures

and school tax rates reflect data which are two years old. (Figurei for net

current local' educational expenditures are taken for two years prior to the -

grant year). As the'new CQnnecticut.GTB formula takes eigept, we might; expect

to see some equalizing of school tax rates. Since all districts will be guaranteed

aa, relatively high tax base (equal to that of the 9th wealthiest district), itill

no longer be necessary for poorer districts to levy high tax rates Co compensate

fpr th.eir low wealth base. Rater, tax rates should more closely reflect the

desire of districts to offer a given level of educational services.

Finally, state aid varies inversely as AENGLC increases. Thie.is to be

expected. As the GTB formula is deiigfied to achieve equity in the raising of

educational revenues, state aid should be distributed in a,manner such that
. .

poorer districts receive greater amounts of aid. You can see from the table that
,..

districts in
---\

the first decile receive almost 4 times (3.8) the amount of state
. .

aid as do districts in the tenth decile. In fact, districts in the ninth and

tenth decile receive on the average only a little more state aid than is guaranteed'

to them.by the $250 save-harmless'irovision (to be phased out in theitfuture).

A cautionary note, while the data presented in these tables illustrate con-

siderable differences among districts in local capacity to support education and .

in educational spending, the tables are not meant to imply that the new Connecticut,

(GTB formula is ifteffective. Rather this chapter ha§ been presented to aid the

.student of public policy in understanding how a school finance policy might be

analyzed. Indeed, while the data presented in these tables represent the figures

(as of July 1979) that will be used in e formulafor calculating state aid for

61
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,1979-80, the data is from the first year of impleMentation of the new formula.

Since full funding of the new formula is not scheduled until 1984, the true
equalizing effect of the GTB formula cannot be accurately considered until some
time after1984. If any conclusion is drawn from the tables in this chapter,
it would be that there is data support_ for developing the new GTB formula. For
any long term policy recommendations it is suggested that analyses, similar to
the one presented in this chapter be undertaken,several years hence and even-
later after full funding of the program.

J,

G,

v
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APPENDIX A

FORMULA ENTITLEMENTS PRIOR TO FULL FUNDING

Full funding for the Guaranteed Tax Base Formula is tip be phased in over
a five-year bdsis, beginning July 1, 1979. The Connecticut law (P.A. 79-128)
specifies 'that the state will appropriate 56% of the full costs al_ftwAing the
GTB formula in fiscal year 1980 (FY 80); 67% of full*funding in FY 81; 78% in
FY 82; 89% in FY 83; and 100% of costs on full funding in FY 84 and every year
thereafter.

During the phase-in
period,,equalizing state aid will be distributed to

towns based on a percentage of the taffereitce between a town's current state.

genefal aid,and its, full funding entitlement. fOr the grant year. As an example,
state aid per pupil for FY 80 (pupil = ADM) will equal FY 79 state aid per

.pupil, plus or minus a percentage of the
difference between -FY-79 state aid per

-pupil and the full entitlement forFY'80 state aid per pupil..

4 L.FY 80 Actual
= FY 79 Aid Per Pupil + N% (F? 80 Aid Pei Pupil - FY 79 Aid Per Pupil),Aid Per Pupil -

/ The percentage of the difference, N%, is determined by dividing the difference
between the total-dappropriation

for genetal'state aid for FY 80 and the total
%ppropriation for geneiS1 state aid for FY 74- by. the' difference between
funding for FY BO and the total appropriation for generafstate aid 'for FY 79.

.
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Exercises on AENGLC

1. Canterbury

2. Goshen

,e4

3. Roxbury

-61-,

APPENDIX B

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

AENGLC =
56"603 052 4,323

3,174 11,404

= 17,833 X 0.379

= $6,759

AENGLC 67,665,912 5,260
-.1,637 11,404

= 41,335 X. 0.461

$19,055

=
70'171'448 8,010

1,368 11,404

51,295 X 0.702

= $36,009

,

Exercises on GTB Grant

1. GTB Aid = (30,000. - 15,000) X 0.020 X 175

= $52,500 "

500E
s'"

Aid. Per Pupil F 52,,
$350

150.

.

2. GTB Aid = (4,000 - 10,000)' X 0.030 X 175

$105,000

1*'$70() pet pupil

4

3. .GTB Aid = (30,000 - 10,:000) X .020 x

$0,400

4468 per pupil.

64
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Exercidon GTB Formula

1: Norwalk°

Student Need =, 141293 * (2,472).

14,239 + 1236
, .

15,529

GTB Aid = (31,334 -- 14,241) X .01756 X 15,529

17,093 X .01756 X 15,529

$4-,661,077

GTB Aid/Pupil
$4,661,077

14,293

= $326

2. Hartford

Student Need .27,48i + '(20,031)

3. Darien

GTB Aid.

Aid/Pupil

GTB Aid

Aid/Pupil

= 37,497

(31,334' - 5,672) ,X .04767 X 37,497

25,662 X 104767 X 27,497

= $45,879,363

$45,870,363
e 28,481

= $19,669

= 4,739 X '250

= $1,184,750

= $256'

(Save Hartless)

4. Salem

GTB Aid = (31,334 10,921) X .02764 X 516

= 20,413 X .02764 X 516

= "$291,135

Aid/Pupil = $565

d

M.S. GOVVOIUSIT sltZNTlwd 01117Cit 1992-0-730-205/2225
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